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Abstract

Non-rigid-body behaviour can have a considerable effect on the overall accuracy performance of machine tools. These errors originate from bending of the machine structure due to change in distribution of its own weight or from movement of the workpiece and fixture. These effects should be reduced by good mechanical design, but residual errors can still be problematic due to realistic material and cost limitations. One method of compensation is to measure the deformation directly with sensors embedded in a metrology frame. This paper presents an FEA-based design study which assesses finite stiffness effects in both the machine structure and its foundation to optimise the sensitivity of the frame to the resulting errors. The study results show how a reference artefact, optimised by the FEA study, can be used to detect the distortion.

1 Introduction

Geometric errors are also known as rigid-body errors as they are assumed to exist without any specified loading conditions. In reality, the finite stiffness of the machine tool structure can lead to non-rigid effects or load induced errors. These result from factors such as inertia, machine and workpiece mass or cutting forces. These errors vary with different configurations, speed, cutting and loading conditions. [3, 5-8]. The overall effect of these errors is generally small compared to geometric errors but they can become more significant on larger machines and structural configurations having moving workpieces or stacked axes. They can also be the dominant residual error once the systematic geometric errors have been reduced using the standard compensation features available in most modern numerical control systems. The residual uncompensated non-rigid errors are typically due to:
• Machine axis movement: Movement of the machine axis causes a new mass distribution on the machine structure, resulting in deformation and an effective change in the form of the geometric error components.

• Mass of the work piece: Adding a component to the machine table produces a change of loading of the machine structure, movement of the axis during machining will cause a change in deformation.

• Cutting loads: The cutting process introduces loading into the machine structure. Taking deep cuts into the workpiece can produce large errors. However, high accuracy is not normally required during heavy cuts.

• Cutting tool mass: Single tool mass should not provide excessive loading of the structure. However, multiple tool turrets introduce concentrated loading onto the headstock, causing extra loading close to the point of machining.

• Fixture stiffness: The stiffness of fixtures is usually relatively high compared to the more complex machine tool structure. However, this may not be true, as work holding and fixture design becomes increasingly complex and less material is used for clamping.

There are a number of methods which can be used to eliminate these errors, such as better selection of the cutting speeds, feedrate and depth of cut that can reduce cutting load errors. Mechanical adjustments and pre-loading of the structural elements could reduce excessive and uneven loading problems by even distribution of the mass. Fixture stiffness relies on good design as well as cutting parameters. Other sources are fundamental to the operation of the machine tool and cannot be greatly influenced by the user. Some prevention can be achieved by controlling mass distribution such as keeping workpiece and fixture mass in the middle of the table to minimise cantilever effects.

Non-rigid errors manifest themselves as small angular errors that change as a result of one or more axes moving, but they can be significant depending on the machine, required tolerances, etc. How angular errors affect volumetric accuracy is sometimes misunderstood.

Figure 1 shows that as the headslide of a machine moves away from the table, the resultant error, \( \varepsilon \), increases. The distance from the centre of rotation to the tool/workpiece interface is called the ‘Abbe’ offset.
The effect described can be represented by the simple equation:

$$\epsilon_s = \phi_{x(1)} \cdot Z$$

Equation 0-1

Using this equation, a 5arc-second pitch error (rotation of the X axis about the Y axis) will result in 24\(\mu\text{m}\) of error over 1m. On large machines, the angular effects can be amplified considerably [1].

The importance and effects of non-rigid errors on machine tools have been investigated and researchers [2] have drawn attention towards the significance of their consideration. In research conducted by Longstaff et al [3], the unloaded moving elements of a Beaver 3-axis Vertical Machining Centre (VMC), were incremented along their axes and measurements were conducted to obtain the combined geometric and non-rigid error components using a laser interferometer with static data capture at each position. The variation due to loading of the carriages, and hence displacement of the table, were observed as the saddle is moved along its axis. The non-rigid effects on the X axis linear positioning errors obtained indicated a significant 55\(\mu\text{m}\) error due to the kinematic linking effects of the movement of table and saddle.

Poxtton [4] analysed the loading effects of structural elements of a small VMC using FEA. Gravity was the only load being exerted onto the structural elements during the simulation. The real errors were measured using a conventional laser interferometer for validation purposes. The base-saddle-table assembly exhibited a vector sum of 16\(\mu\text{m}\) of non-rigid error and the spindle-carrier-column assembly exhibited a vector sum of 34\(\mu\text{m}\) non rigid error which again were significant compared to the general geometric performance of 60\(\mu\text{m}\) of that machine. Non-rigid errors are generally thought of as the smallest contribution to inaccuracy by the three major categories of error i.e. geometric errors, thermal errors and consequently there has been relatively limited research into reducing or compensating for them.

The stiffness of the machine tool foundation, the other important aspect, is another very critical area that concerns the overall machining accuracy. Large machines, such as large moving gantry milling machines, are very sensitive to the stiffness of the machine foundation as well as the rigidity of the sub-soil underneath. The published literature [4] suggests the importance of this area. Myers et al [5] presented a novel technique for measuring the static stiffness of machine tool concrete foundations accurately. FEA was used as a prime tool to predict the stiffness of the structure. This work was a continuation of the previous research [6].

Finite stiffness of the machine structure and foundation, including the sub-soil, may induce errors in the machine structure, which may cause the whole machine frame to exceed the required error tolerance and result in non-conforming machining. Designers have used FEA as a tool to design metrology frames under typical static or dynamic loads [8, 9]. However, multiple simulations of different machine conditions and configurations has been a labour-intensive process that can take a long time. More recently, commercial FEA software has provided optimisation and design study tools to aid in this
process by running a sequence of scenarios unaided. This tool is ideal for elastic error simulation having multiple influences. The issues of computing power are also reducing with advancements in computing power.

This paper presents data from such design studies which reveal finite stiffness effects in both the machine structure and its foundation including the sub-soil. It further shows how the implementation of multiple scenarios provides additional information about deflections not normally detected. The design study tool is then used for the development and optimisation of a reference artefact incorporated into a new machine structure. The artefact is designed to detect the machine deformation under selected loading conditions. The results show how the reference artefact can be successfully used to detect the distortion and allow the flexibility to alter the design of the machine and foundations accordingly.

## 2 Machine Model

In this study a medium sized 5-axis horizontal milling machine was considered (3m x 3m x 2m approximate axis strokes). The machine configuration (Figure 2) provides production flexibility but has the potential for mass variation. The associated finite stiffness errors are listed below, although these will vary depending on the machine configuration.

- X rotation about Z with mass, ECX(M)
- X rotation about X with Z position, EAX(Z)
- ZY squareness with X, W and mass, A0Y(X,W,M)
- XY squareness with Z, C0Y (Z)
- Y rotation about X with W, EAY(W)
- Z straightness in Y with X and mass, EYZ(X,M)
- Offset mass
  - X about X with B, EAX(B,Mxyz)
  - Z about Z with B, ECZ(B,Mxyz)

### 2.1 Foundation and sub-soil

The first consideration for accurate simulation of medium or large machines that rely on the foundation to form part of the structural loop is the sub-soil. In this study the sub-soil beneath the foundation was determined to be a medium to stiff unweathered, over-consolidated clay having a Young’s Modulus of 50MPa. The stiffness is dependent on this value, but also on the depth of the soil before hitting bedrock or other variation in soil type. It is therefore not possible to get an accurate stiffness value without measurement using, for example, a “loaded plate” test. In the absence of a stiffness value, a soil depth of 3m is used to provide sufficient depth for stress to dissipate. The sides are supported with an equivalent elastic support of 25N/μm/m². The foundation is raised above the soil
because the walls do not normally provide support. The foundation is typical steel reinforced concrete with a Young’s Modulus of 26GN/m² initially set to 600mm deep. This was deemed to be the minimum acceptable thickness to be robust against cracking and comfortably accommodate services and fixators. A thickness of 800mm was also included in the work since this was the thickness recommended by a machine builder. An additional consideration for full machine simulation is the method by which the machine is attached to the foundation. In this case BW-Fixatoren fixators were represented as simple blocks with catalogue stiffness of 2.5kN/µm. Figure 3 shows the model of the sub-soil, foundation and CNC machine tool. The Y axis was removed (not relevant to the bed behaviour) and some of the machine structural elements have been simplified to reduce the mesh size, but the same mass and overall rigidity has been maintained.

Figure 3: FEA model of machine, foundation and sub-soil showing displacement in vertical Y direction

2.2 Design study

It is known that the change in weight distribution of the table will cause bending of the bed and could cause squareness errors. A design study was therefore set up to extract displacement of the machine bed in the vertical Y direction from the FEA at a number of different X axis positions and for the two foundation thicknesses of 600mm and 800mm. Figure 4 shows a significantly reduced relative displacement of the ends of the foundation from 85µm to 47µm. The calculated change in XY squareness between the table and column would be reduced from 26µm/m to 15µm/m for the foundation thicknesses respectively. According to the ISO standard 3070 part 1, the result with the minimum thickness is 87% of the allowable squareness tolerance. An additional change in the XY squareness occurs depending on the Z position which was 12µm/m and 7µm/m for the 600mm and 800mm foundation respectively.
2.3 Guideway straightness

A second design study was run using multiple positions of the Z axis. The table was positioned towards its rightmost limit and the table loaded with the maximum payload of 4000Kg. Initially a perfect support (infinite stiffness foundation) was applied and the Z axis moved to four positions. Deflection of the rolling element guideway was determined using nodes selected along the line shown in Figure 5. The resulting deflections in the vertical Y direction are shown in Figure 6. Localised deflection exceeding 40µm occurs when the rolling element feet are over the foundation bolt recesses, the magnitude of which was the most unexpected result of the work.

The simulation was repeated with the foundation applied as described in the introduction. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the deflection at Z position 620mm with and without the sub-soil. The effect of the foundation deflecting is quite small, at less than 10µm, but it was surprising that it affected such localised distortion. It is expected that the variation will be smaller over the middle of the axis.
3 Metrology frame

One of the most significant distortions on the machine being studied relates to bending of the X axis causing, for example, the angular error ECX depicted by the simulation result shown in Figure 8. Therefore, this structural element was targeted for attaching a measurement system the concept of which was created by Eugen Trapet of ISM3d as part of a joint project (Grant Ref CF-FP 2291122-2). A stable reference strut, shown in Figure 9, provides a reference against which the machine structure can be compared. A pair of displacement measurements at each end, having an offset in the vertical direction, provides the detection of the structural distortion. Nodes were selected where the linear displacement measurement could take place. For one end of the strut they are indicated in Figure 10.
A range of dimensions were simulated using multiple design scenarios, with each configuration requiring multiple positions of the X axis. For the final configuration above, the results showed good sensitivity in the displacement at the optimal nodes to the angular effect at the table. Figure 11 shows the results from two of the lengths include in the study (2.5m and 2m). Minimising the strut length is preferable to reduce material cost, but will potentially reduce sensitivity. The effect at the sensors is only marginally reduced. However, the hysteresis is more than doubled for the shorter length, reducing the accuracy of a position-dependent calculation.

**Figure 11: Sensitivity of different reference strut lengths**
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4 Validation

Figure 12 shows the calculated error ECX(M) from the artefact matches the results measured on the machine using an electronic level to 5µrad. The largest effect is from changing mass and this would not normally be detected by a standard compensation system.
Figure 12: Comparison of angular error measured using inclinometer and calculated from the frame results

4.1 Offset workpiece mass

Additional simulations were completed to determine the significance of the mass of the workpiece being offset from the centre of the table and if the strut could be sensitive to the distortion. A design study was run using a medium workpiece weight of 2 tonnes offset by 350mm and variation in the positions of both C and X axes as indicated in Figure 13 (left) which gave a total of 29 scenarios to run. The detected changes were converted to rotation and straightness error and shown in Figure 13 (right). As expected, the largest variation is EAX (commonly referred to as roll error or X rotation about X). Although this is nominally tangential to the strut displacement measurement direction, the structural twist and sensor location is sufficient to detect the error.

Figure 13: Offset mass study (Scenario layout for info only) and result

5. Conclusions

The application of FEA for machine design and analysis is quite common. In this paper, the facility to automate multiple scenarios has been used to identify a range of finite stiffness errors and also to help verify a proposed measuring system for on-line detection of the errors. The effect of sub-soil, foundation thickness and mass variation have been simulated efficiently and show significant effect on the accuracy of the machine including squareness variation approaching typical ISO tolerances and localised straightness deviation of 40µm near typical recesses in the castings. The FEA tools were used to help design a metrology frame to detect the finite stiffness errors for online detection which
shows good sensitivity and accurate estimation compared to inclinometer results.
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